How to Use Babycup

Weaning & drinking
Start at highchair/mealtimes so your little one is seated and in a good position to begin learning their new skill. Put just a little bit of liquid, be it milk or water, in the cup to begin with. If there are spills this will keep them to a minimum and the cup will be kept ultra lightweight for your young child. To help, try holding the cup with your baby or toddler so that you are guiding it to their mouth with them. The next stage is to hover a hand nearby whilst they start to hold and direct the cup themselves. Sitting with them and letting them watch you drink from an open cup is extremely beneficial too as they love to copy and learn brilliantly from it. The benefits of adopting this super sipping skill from weaning onwards are numerous, including dental health, orthodontic development and fine motor skills. It might take a little practise or your little one might sip straight away. Whichever is the case, it really is worth it.

Infant cup-feeding
Babycup is in line with UNICEF’s baby friendly initiative and supports their recommendation to use a small open cup whilst establishing breastfeeding. Babycup is also useful for a number of different scenarios such as tongue-tie, bottle refusers or for feeding expressed milk. We recommend asking your midwife or health visitor to demonstrate the technique for cup-feeding.

Multi-award winning
• Mini open cup for babies and young children
• Sized for little mouths and little hands
• Slim drinking edge and small circumference
• Beautifully made in gorgeous colours
• Translucent so little ones can see inside
• Dishwasher, steriliser and autoclave safe
• Loved by parents & recommended by health professionals
• Supports oral health, sipping and fine motor skills
• BPA free, high quality production, sleek design

Experts recommend Babycup
"Babycup is a healthy choice for your child.”
Dr Derek Mahony, Orthodontist

"Babycup - This little cup is perfect. It is just the right size for little hands and promotes drinking from a rim, which is so important for oral development. Babycup should be a normal part of the weaning process.”
Lynette Anear, Oral Health Promoter NHS

"Little mouths need a little cup.”
Gill Rapley, Co-author of Baby-led Weaning: Helping your child to love good food

"We are helping families learn about healthy development and dental health. We have breast to cup sessions and use Babycup as the healthy cup option to choose. The response to mini open-cup drinking is excellent. The babies instinctively pick them up and know what to do.”
Hayley Ince, Medway Community Healthcare, Specialist Health Visitor Public Health, NHS

Parents love Babycup
“Thank you for creating such a fabulous product ... the right size for a baby! My little man feels very proud.”
Mum to 8 month Travis

“We absolutely love Babycup.”
Mummy to a 3 year old enjoying ‘big girl drinking’ and a baby being cup-fed with expressed milk

“We tried many cups but Babycup is perfect. She loves it!”
Mummy to baby Otilia

“I got these cute weaning cups for our toddler who finds a tumbler too big and our 7 month old breast fed baby. I recommend them!”
Gemma, mummy of two
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